Notes from 119th Knowledge Seekers Workshop held June 23, 2016
(v2 2017-09-17) (Notes have not been verified. Double check info with video)
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBUR4RbhSdw

Comments from note taker
Another incredibly deep and wide ranging workshop - it seems to be getting better
and better with a lot of synchronicity... MK starts by playing a recording of his talk
to the new Universal Council, the body that will represent 144 languages of planet
Earth and bring the planet ito Unification, One Planet, One People, One Race. In
Dubai there were 72 or 73 who came together, by all accounts, so the other half are
meant to turn up in Roma, Sept 9&10, - if it pulls you then mortgage your house
and be there Peoples of the Planet! This preliminary Council will gradually give
way to those who understand the essence of their languages - in the case of NZ
Aotearoa that would be Te Reo Maori. Following that MK visits Rome himself to
inspect the new power generator, and he gives some more tips on how to create the
plasma glasses so we can see and interact better with the UC. Finally, we meet Dr.
Rodrigo again who delivers in detail proof of the final cure for all cancer on planet
Earth!
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Notes
0010: Rick Welcome. MK: Good morning – can you hear me? etc. Last week we
had a chat with the people who nominated themselves onto the UC. If you are
interested in participating you need to understand how and why and the reason we
sit behind it to promote it and support it. It’s for the human race to enter the
Universal Council – this is part of the process of bringing mankind together to
speak as One World, One Race, One Nation, One Group in the Universal Council.
I can never become a member of the UC because I belong to another Council,
which you will know about soon... MK asks Rick to play a 20-minute extract from
his address to the Council members this week.
0014: MK recorded talk to the UC: The reason the different languages are chosen
is so we can understand the culture of the International community – the languages
represent the cultures of the Earth with their emotions and their thoughts – so when
you nominate yourself for a certain language you must ask do you understand the
mentality and the depth of the language and the culture? Those who stand as
guardians for certain languages are there only for a time till others who understand
the essence of the language and culture will stand for the language. The way you
select yourself – this is not a privilege it’s a service – in time you will look to see if
others can serve humanity better – then you will stand down. The problem will
come when the pride of man takes over and we have seen this already – it is not a
job of influence, it is a job of service. 0024: This is a Council that is designed so
everyone can get what is best for humanity as a whole, not like the EU where
everyone is fighting to get the best for their country. It will take a lot to change the
character of the man – we are hungry for position, title, for being called somebody.
Being a member of the Council has to be in the heart and not in the name on the
door. The Council has to be the flag bearer for the humble attitude, we will not
carry titles – in space you don’t find any Professors! The title for the man should
be in the heart of the man. Then you will walk the streets and no-one will know
you’re on the Council, but they will see the essence of the soul of service. We’ll
see in the coming time the seat of the UN will be totally gone, the building will be
gone, because it served nothing but to carry murders en masse, to carry murders in
the name of nationhood for those who make money out of it, and anyone opposing
it has become a terrorist organization. UN has become nothing but a place for
killing permission!
0029: We are teaching food technology so in coming time man will not need to eat,
but absorbs the energy – then we will learn to communicate via emotion so there is
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no deception. At the moment you are the first group to represent humanity and
humanity will go through a revolution in a very rapid time frame. You will be like
a transparent sheet and the more you receive the more you will shine! We have a
number of Chinese speakers, Iranian speakers, French speakers, English speakers.
When you decide which one is to represent the language look at how they can
serve the people of the Earth better than me – not “I’m better I can do more!”.
We’ve seen this with a Spanish couple already. 0033: So understand where we are
going. We are changing the position of humanity through the influence of soul, not
by votes, not by money, not by position, cars, houses, wages, salaries. In time you
will be recognized by the way you serve, the way you shine. When a man serves
humanity, when he stands in front of the sun you shall see no shadows. There are
no shadows in the sun, we only see shadows when there is a connection to material
world of position. So if you look for the true Council in future, when they stand in
front of the light you shall see no shadows, and you shall see no entity, because the
Soul of the Council member will shine as the light of the Sun…
0035: Rick: That concludes the presentation. MK: “So now you understand how
we select the members of the Universal Council. In a way humanity selects
himself. We will meet again in physicality and online in September in Rome. You
don’t need to be here physically, we receive the beauty of the Soul.”
0036: MK: Moving on to the next step. On Tuesday we extended the
understanding of now we have entered into the plasma technology and the fields of
the plasma, we are extending this knowledge into opening the door to the
Universal Community. In the next few hours we will extend the knowledge of how
we use the technology to achieve this. I am not at Barletta so have computerized
white board only. You’ve seen how the pen works with reducing pain – we mixed
the GANS and made the coils and we have seen the doctors playing beautiful
games with it. Now we know it works through the fields. Anyone who has
achieved results can present them on the workshops after going though a security
process. Now we go to the next step, now that we’ve seen the fields and have
evolved in your understanding from Nano to GANS to Water of GANS, or “liquid
plasma” – now in mixing these liquid plasma fields together we get what we call
“Unified Fields”. From these fields you can come back to creating the matter you
want from it etc. 0043: This is why we said at the beginning we don’t take food,
medicine, animals, materials into space – we take nothing except fields. At that
time it was very odd – how can we go without food? We’re gonna go hungry! But
now you understand you have everything you need at the point of demand as long
as you have the field. You’ve seen how to take an orange and place the field in the
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water – you’ve seen how to change the position of the Cancer, how you transmute
matter from one position to another. We have seen this in the medical teachings
this week (and will see it again today) We have separated the medical and
agricultural teaching from the public domain because people can create problems
for themselves with this technology. We will bring the scientists and doctors to
explain the proofs. On Tuesday I opened something new – how do you know the
Universal Community is there if you cant see it? How does a blind man see? He
works with the feeling and emotions. Man has been blind to the UC because he
always looked to the matter state – now we open the eye of the man to the UC,
through the emotion of the soul and you will see creation of life in the Universe.
On Tuesday I started teaching how you make systems so you an see the creatures
of the Universe with your eyes till you learn trust in your Emotion and Soul.
0049: MK draws a system with 3 different types of field and an eye looking
through to see the creatures of the Universe on the other side. 0052: For these
systems it is better, instead of using solid copper coils to male hollow tubes
containing GANS liquid – they always have to be double tubes to contain both M
& G. Then if you line these up (circular double rings of GANS water) rather than
creating 90 degree opposed arrangement, you will see the creatures of the
Universe. 0054: By taking the elements of any planet or star and using them you
will see the entities of that planet. 0056: MK explains how dreams work and
knowledge is given to the soul through dreams – then it sometimes takes time for
the physicality to be in the position to see what the soul was shown. Dreams can
connect you with other entities e.g. your passed-on mother, through your soul. In a
similar way you can get teaching from the Universal Community. Man will never
be in a safer hand than that of the UC. They will teach you everything you need,
unless you make the mistake through your greed. Then you will receive your
punishment, then you will stay on the planet, shake with the shaking of the planet!
The knowledge is free but don’t abuse it or you will be returned back to the village
you came from. 0100: Through the same system you will not only see the creatures
of the Universe, but also communication and travel will be instantaneous. But
understand first that the creatures of this environment are not food – learn first how
to feed yourself from the plasma of the Universe. There will be those who fight
and they will bring their own demise. There will be those who amalgamate and
will see the Glory of God. The Glory of God is the peacefulness of man amongst
the UC, to be able to see the beauty of the creation across the Universe. None of
you will spend another second on this planet once you see the beauty of the
Universe!
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0104: In a way, with this I have brought the Day of Judgment. All of you have
been waiting for Heaven and Hell – it arrived on the 21st of June 2016! Heaven is
the opening of man’s soul and physicality to the Universal Community. Hell is to
exist as you are on this planet and kill each other like rabbits! You’ve seen the pen
I gave you work, you’ve seen the delivery of energy from Magrav systems, you’ve
seen – now understand, we deliver the message of Peace, it’s for mankind to take
it. Some of you will take it in one go, some of you will find it too harsh to accept
because the rule of the game has changed. If you understand why I played the tape
to the Universal Council first. It’s very simple – when you stand in front of the
man of the Universe, he will see your shadows because he is peaceful and you are
not. He has everything he wants, you don’t. He cannot kill, you do! He doesn’t lie
– so you stand like a patchwork of dark spots on the surface. Each dark spot has its
own colour – the greed, the murder, the thieving and everything else. So now you
have to reflect back into yourself and you become the prophet of yourself – you
release your own 10 or 20 commandments. Now you understand why the writing
of Baha’u’llah says ‘The intelligence of the Man at this stage has reached the level
of the Prophet of the Past”. It’s not that you become a prophet, its just that now you
understand why they shone. With these systems I show you more and more so you
can see more of the UC. I show you how you will open the atmosphere of this
planet into the UC without even leaving this planet. I will open and crack the shell
of this solar system. You’ve been inside, dark, I teach you how you open the shell
without even leaving the shell. You will be amazed how closely you have been
living with the UC!
0109: You will now become the prophet of your own Soul – the Messiah of your
own soul. Many times I have said that I am the Messiah! And every single one of
you are Messiahs. Now you understand, when you do everything correct, and act
correct, you will shine like a sun and you become a member of the Universal
Community. But in this process we also expose those with dark spots. 0110: For
example look at the case of Allan Stirling (Stirling Allan). MK goes over the story
of how the Kf had to withstand attacks from SA and the Red Circle but with being
correct the judgment came to SA (and Judge Scalia) and judgment will come to the
Red Circle… 0112: Rick shows the article from a Utah newspaper, the Daily
Herald, of SA’s sentencing to possible life in Prison for sexually abusing his own 2
infant daughters. MK describes how the Kf worked closely with the FBI in this
case, and now in the same way present trolls, like Mr. Salmani, Mr. Letif, etc, etc.
will be taken care of. MK describes how people like Red Circle, Suzanne, False
Hope, are all connected to child charities, and this is a cover for child trafficking.
Red Circle is also implicated in the poisoning of 2 scientists (including MK
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himself) MK says he had to wait for the sentencing of SA before he could release
all this information, including the names of the child traffickers – including some
who came to be students but got flushed out. Etc. etc. Now we are coming for Red
Circle as he has been implicated in the murder of 2 Moroccan girls, 8 y o and 10 y
o , in the 1990s. It took us a few months to get one of your slaves – Allan Stirling –
Now we are coming for you! Etc. etc.
0134: The health technology is correct – we have doctors who achieved tumour
disappearance and 80% reduction in days. People with pain are walking away –
they are finding salvation in the new technology. Rivers in Africa are being
cleaned. Now we have started trials with HIV and Malaria in Africa. We have
developed technology to clean air over cities like Beijing and Shanghai. Now we
have a 3KW generator that you can order for 1800Euro. 0137: Mk describes how
he went to Rome last week and saw the Magrav unit attached to the fridge, with the
fridge still going in spite of the grid being disconnected. Rick plays the video of
MK visiting the house and loading the generator with other devices pulling 710KW from the Magrav generator. MK says the systems offered is a 3KW system,
but whatever extra is added is to our benefit (in this case able to load it up to
10KW!) Kf is moving away from the Magrav system to the generator. We built the
system as one family across the planet – we stood the trials and failures – but if
you look the 1st Magrav system is still working and no one failed. The blueprint
still stands but we have now gone to the next step and developed a complete unit
that relies for supply on the plasma of the Universe. We have now fulfilled the
dream of one of the most beautiful scientists – Tesla – but now we go a step
further... MK says Tesla showed us the field flow but MK showed the plasma flow.
Tesla showed one direction of the traffic but MK showed both and with this there
are absolutely no losses in the system. 0145: The new systems will be the Magrav
units with 2 other parts that in a way are like fuel systems. But there is a problem
in Canada with delivery – Canada is insisting on a Canadian certificate and
blocking transportation even though the product is certified for Europe. Arizona
manufacturing is going into production; Canadian manufacturing will soon be
underway. Austria will concentrate on the medical systems under Dr. Klaus. In
China we have 12 applications for manufacturing for mainland China – we have a
temporary problem with Taiwan and we apologise. Germany has been signed and
is in the phase of problem solving. Soon you will see mass production. We are
working with Brazil, S Africa, and Australia. Kenya, Nigeria and other African
nations are all in process. 18-19 October we are holding an African nation
conference. A number of Iranian scientists are on board also and papers will be
published in time – Iran is one of the leading nations in the world in Nano
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technology. I thank the Chinese community for their energy and industry. The Kf
is solid and belongs to you. The foundation is solid and now we have to build the
rest. Carry on your experiments and publish your results and show your
governments – we deliver, we test, we certify.
0153: We have seen the end of the biggest fear of mankind by eradicating cancer –
the doctors are showing the way with this... MK asks if there are any doctors who
want to share? 0155: Armen describes how he is working with GANS waters and a
patch with a lady with lung cancer and in 10 days has shrunk the cancer 20% and
she has no pain and eating normally.
0158: Dr Rodrigo comes on and describes his two cases – a lady 38 y o with breast
cancer spread to all her bones, to the liver, and the R side of the brain. She was in
his health unit 1-hour 3x daily with the helmet. 8 days after starting she had an
MRI and the tumours from her liver, frontal temporal and occipital brain
disappeared. After a month another scan and all the bone tumours disappeared
also. After 1 month there were only 2 tumours left in the cerebellum and these
were reduced 80% - so then he tested for metals in her blood to find out what
metals might be involved in the tumours – probably either zinc or calcium and
waiting the outcomes of tests to see this. 0201: The 2nd patient was a dog with
cancer in the left leg, 2 tumors the size of golf balls, one in the muscle and one
between skin and muscle. After 10 days the one under the skin disappeared and the
one on the muscle reduced by 80%. Then after a month a blood test was taken to
see what metals involved – it was Iron so a patch was made w GANS of Iron and
in 2 days the tumour disappeared completely. The dog is now free of cancer and
we were celebrating that today!
0203: Also he is taking on Alzheimer’s – a lady who had Alzheimer’s for years
and the last nine months just lying on the bed not communicating. He used Zinc,
CO2 and CH3 patches on the water container – after 3 days the lady’s son called
him excited and crying – after she drank the water she recognized him and called
him by his name – she is doing great! He also had 2 patients with Diabetes
Mellitus and severe neuropathy (numbness pain and tingling in the feet and hands)
treated with 5 days of ½ hour twice daily in the health unit. – all the neuropathy
has disappeared on these patients and the blood sugars are normal – he has asked
them to come for 3-4 weeks to complete the treatment. Also their state of mind and
awareness is incredibly good. Dr R. is very excited at these results and tells how
the medical school training of doctors is all deception. It is so easy to bring the
body into balance with this new technology and it is giving us the power to heal
ourselves. If the body is like a car, this tech is the fuel that makes the car go. When
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people understand this and focus on the healing the healing works better as their
consciousness improves the flow of the plasma – it is beautiful! Dr Rodrigo loves
it!
0210: MK asks Dr Rodrigo to describe specifically how he dealt with the cancer of
the dog for other doctors listening – how he depleted it from its seed. Dr. R:
Describes again how he can reduce the cancer 80% using the health unit but then to
disappear the cancer he has to find what metal was involved – then by making a
patch using the GANS of that metal it completely depleted and disappeared the
seed of the cancer in 2 days! (In this case the metal was Iron) MK explains that Dr.
R. made the health units and GANS patches himself, a very unusual doctor! He
then explains how the Iron was holding he gravitational field of the tumor – this is
usually a heavy metal – cancer always has a gravitational seed that pulls a lot of
energy – no-one dies of cancer we die of lack of energy! Dr. R. made a caustic of
Iron and put it in a patch and this caused transmutation of matter – the Iron in the
centre of the tumour is in a GANS state, a plasma – now its on a stronger position
because it receives a lot of energy. With putting 2 iron patches on either side the
habit of the plasma is opposite to the habit of the man – we look at putting power
in, with plasma you have to learn how to put 2 weaker patches on either side, the
cancer cell that carries the Iron and the higher order plasma brings the other two to
its level so that its equal. It gives all its energy to the 2 patches and empties itself
and when the centre is taken away there is not support for what is attached to it –
that’s how the cancer disappears. MK says he has done this for many years and
now for the first time we see the proof of it.
0215: MK describes how another doctor took away a brain tumour and there was a
flake on the skull. The seed of a brain tumour is usually calcium and in using a pen
on the brain tumour she saw the calcium going from the inside of the brain to the
outside of the skull where she put the pen. 0216: So now we have the technology to
do what the stomach and intestine does. The beans and carrots do not cross the
wall of the intestine, the energy transmutes from inside the gut through the wall to
the lymph. Now for the first time with these 2 doctors we have created the reverse
– we are transmuting the elements from inside the body to the outside. MK says we
need to do more experiments and invites any doctors listening to join in. Thanks
Dr. R. once again for being there and says we learnt a lot from him. Dr Rodrigo
says thank you very much and he has learnt a lot from MK! MK repeats that we
have defeated the problem of cancer by just using the fields of the Universe – we
have understood the essence of the creation and doctors will now join in one by
one. There is no longer any need for chemo, radiotherapy, surgery – no longer any
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separation of parents from children – the Kf as One Race One Family, has found a
solution for cancer.
0220: MK describes how his Iranian colleagues have been testing the use of CO2
water for sterilization of tools in surgical theatres. Spraying CO2 GANS water
around also removes odours within milliseconds – Carolina is using this
everywhere – this can be effective on skin infections and skin cancers, burns. MK
is trying it on his eyes. If you have a Corn on your foot spray it on. If you are bald
rub it on your scalp and she will love you (lol) Understand the process – use the
CO2 water around the house and the kitchen for sterilization. If you understand
you can save your life – still needs to be tested for all sorts of applications. 0228:
Tepco has just admitted they lied for months about the meltdown at Fukushima but
they still have not admitted they used the Kf tech without crediting the Kf –
habitual liars cannot change! You got to understand the technology is solid – bring
more in, we are freely teaching and releasing the blueprints…
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The picture for the 2nd part of this workshop is from one of the fantastic
presentations from Arviz and Litha, on how to make food GaNS from their
presentation entitled "The Plasma Kitchen technology". Their other presentation is
a breakthrough as they demonstrate how it is so simple and easy to make any
GANS out of carbon, instead of nano coated copper, which makes sense really as
this was how life was created on this planet, as MK explains as he deepens after
their presentations. Prior to this Renan shows us research in the Phillipines on how
easy it is to alkalinise water with a few drops of CO2 GANS liquid plasma or even
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breathing the field of CO2 GANS, and bring healthful effects to a chain smoker!
Finally we have Jackie in Switzerland talking it even further and growing what
likes like meat in a bucket from the fields!
0231: Renan from the Philippines tries to come on and present his research on
alkalinisation of water with field of CO2 GANS – but there is a lot of trouble
connecting so eventually Klaus from the Austrian mother ship presents the
research – a study on a chain smoker of cigarettes and testing the smokers saliva
for pH after breathing air from a tube out of a CO2 GANS coated cup – after 1
breath the pH of the saliva went from 5 to 9, and this effect was sustained for a few
hours, and became a permanent effect when he did 10 minutes of breathing every 4
hours. 0242: Similar effects with 3 drops of CO2 GANS water – the pH went from
5 to 7.8. Renan comes on and says this is why the CO2 GANS is so sweet and
refreshing to drink and this would be a very good way of approaching cancers of
the mouth, throat and stomach. 0251: Renan then shares some pictures from the
Philippines team, Nino Abellana and team, who are making a comic book about
plasma-man superhero for education of kids in the plasma technology – very nice!
0254: Rick shares two presentations from Arviz Liepa and Litha Limetree who
have developed “carbon stick technology” and “food plasma” technology. They
have 2 pdf presentations “The Easy Carbon Stick technology” and “The Plasma
Kitchen Technology”. Rick reads the presentations, written by Litha and Arviz.
Basically they have discovered that for GANS production you can use a carbon
plate or stick instead of a nan coated copper plate – this is much easier, faster and
gives good controllable results – they have published all the details on their
Facebook page, which MK mentions he has observed is getting a LOT of traffic.
Their Facebook page is ‘Liquid Plasma Feeding’.
Also they have handy kits sold on the Internet for 20 Euros for producing Ca, ZnO,
CO2, and CH3 GANS. www.etsy.com/lis…/386848194/starter-kit-for-gansproduction…
Rick then reads another beautiful presentation entitled “Food GaNS with
HCL/NaOH method” followed by another beautiful pdf – a work of art – entitled
“Liquid Plasma HCL/NaOH method by Arviz Liepa” – written by the female side
of the equation Litha Limetree, who wrote “So we put Feminine and Male energy,
Knowledge and Creativity together to try to get essence out from Food GaNS…
etc. etc.” They basically made a range of GaNSes in the same way that the stomach
does – 23% HCL just like the stomach, at a certain salinity to produce a wonderful
range of very inviting plasma food. 0338: MK: thank you very much this is
beautiful and in so many ways life on the planet was created as you’ve seen –
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vegetation is part of the structure of making what I call horizontal people – the way
the vegetation created, digested, and produced the 1st GANS – then this came to
create the horizontal ones, the red blood cells… MK then asks Jackie from
Switzerland to present what he has been doing and thanks Arviz and Litha once
again “Thank you very much it was a fantastic cooking! I hope it tastes as good as
it looks! (lol)
0343: Jackie starts at “the beginning of the story” realizing that you can create any
matter. Then further realizing that he didn’t want to take diamonds into space, he
started with the egg experiments, to try and understand and create the GANS of
life. Over the past year he has developed a veritable ‘jam shop’ of bottled GANSes
and MK has been guiding him on what GANS fields to use around his tub of green
plasma water, and this now appears to be growing a red meat looking substance…
MK deepens into how this is illustrating the process of creation on this planet…
0402: MK wraps up – the doctors have learnt to walk and now we see how they
run! – The Kf is entering new dimensions – time to order your 1800 Euro power
generator unit and this will be delivered within 90 days from Italy. MOZHANS –
time to sign up – we are closing these teachings very soon, then nobody else will
cone in… MK goes back to Red Circle and mentions the two scientists he tried to
kill, and the 2 Moroccan girls he was responsible for their disappearance. A
murderer should not be free! MK reveals all the connections and people connected
to the Red Circle, False Hope, Suzanne, and Allan Stirling etc. etc. Murderers of
children, rapists, murderers of scientists have one place – to join Allan Stirling in
his life sentence! Sorry for today but we have shown we are correct and we deliver
correct – its our job to protect our children and our society that by getting rid of
these people we may enter the Universal Community and a Peaceful life. Thank
you very much for today…
042028: End.
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